
 

We are curtain abu dhabi, a unique portal operated by way of risala fixtures, abu dhabi specializing in 

home and office décor items like curtains, blinds, cushions, bed sheets, wallpapers, textiles and 

upholstery services. 

We provide great furnishing objects with simply one goal in mind and that is to provide our customers a 

problem-loose shopping enjoy. Our e-save gives you extra than 1000+ products under one roof. What 

makes curtain abu dhabi higher than its competitors is the exceptional and sundry range of furnishing 

products at competitive costs which makes your own home or workplace look modern and elegant. 

Aluminium Blinds 
Aluminium blinds are everlasting, which offers a general fashion or cutting-edge fixtures appearance. 

Aluminium blinds are to be had in a sufficient variety of colors and finishes. They have got a modern in 

nature and silky application. Aluminium blinds are beneficial to make modern-day domestic as well as 

agencies and offices. . You could choose your favored choice from exceptional varieties offered in 

specific colorings and request for a quote.  

BLINDS 
curtainabudhabi.ae affords huge sorts of blinds with desirable high-quality that may be suite in your 

homes as well as places of work. Exclusive classes of blinds are also to be had at curtainabudhabi.ae 

including vertical blind, venetian blind, roman blind, roller blind, motorized blind, aluminium blind, 

timber blind, horizon blind, customized panel blind etc. Our all blinds product is distinctly durable, 

elegant and adjustable available with distinct colorings which definitely assist you to enhance your own 

home windows as well as office windows.  

HOME CURTAINS 
Curtain Dubai.ae is the place to look for attractive, modern and classy curtains. Home curtains enrich the 

environment and grace of our home and makes your home more modish and good-looking. Curtain 

Dubai provides you with the best quality home curtains. You get to choose from wide variety which 

include linen-curtains, silk-curtains, cotton-curtains, sheers, blackout-curtains, drapery. 

Curtains not only give you home a stunning and modish look but also protect you from the harmful rays 

of sunlight but even ensure that your house looks gorgeous from inside by allowing small about of 

sunlight to enter your house. Our expertise will provide you with the designs and solution regarding the 

https://curtainabudhabi.ae/aluminium-blinds/
https://curtainabudhabi.ae/blinds/
https://curtainabudhabi.ae/home-curtains/


best themes and best suit curtains for your home. Wide range in design, patterns, shapes, outlines and 

colour which have a great impact on your home interior to make it more appealing and gives your house 

with excessive appearance beyond imagination. 

Hotel Curtains 
We additionally offer modern-day and conventional form of motel curtains like zardari, embroidery, 

applique, printing, portray, and so on provide a hint of richness to the interiors and the furnishings used. 

we supply terrific great motel curtains, lodge blackout , and motel sheers. 

OFFICE CURTAINS 
Curtains abu dhabi offers you extensive style of workplace curtains. They have got years of revel in in 

imparting curtains that are utilized in office and industrial places. We sell curtains on line and offline this 

is been designed and installed as per the newest leaning in market, those curtains are made up of 

excellent price fabrics and different uncommon material as according to the commercial criteria. Curtain 

abu dhabi curtains are widely recognized for awesome satisfactory, striking appearance, eye catching 

arrangements and toughness, these curtains are extensively demanded by means of our customers. 

ROLLER BLINDS 
curtain abu dhabi offers international class, the maximum fashionable and sleek appearance curler 

blinds. It also offers a huge range of colours and sun shades. You can make your choice among huge 

variety of products and you could select roller blinds in step with the amount of mild and privacy you 

want. At curtain abu dhabi we have both opaque and semi transparent high first-rate curler blinds that 

have a smooth uplift structures and also easy to apply. 

VENETIAN BLINDS 
our internet site gives venetian blinds to healthy all of your wishes about redecorating the home, office, 

and eating places also. Venetian blinds helps to dam out warmth and light. The products supplied with 

the aid of curtainabudhabi.ae are exact in best, stylish appearance and make sure one hundred% 

consumer pride. You could pick your preferred option amongst distinct sorts available in distinct hues 

and request for a quote. Our executives reach at you to reveal our products. 
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